
Lecture 1:   Multiple Visual Areas 
Traditional notions of localisation of function within brain and concomitant variations in structure: 
 – e.g. Brodmann's cytoarchitectonic areas[1]. 

Formal definition of a cortical area, (e.g. V1):  
 – cyto, myeloarchitecture (e.g. stria of Gennari); 
 – sources of input / output (e.g. input from LGN ); 
 – map of sensorium (e.g. polar visual map; configuration, major meridians, magnification factor); 
 – distinctive response properties (e.g. monocular receptive fields). 

Application of these criteria to define higher visual areas:  V2,  V3,  V3A, V4  & V5: 
 – multiple, parallel output from V1 implies several higher areas of prestriate cortex 

 – V2 & V3: split representations of inferior and superior quadrants - see fMRI studies
[2 3]

 
  resulting 'quadrantic' field deficits in cases of prestriate occipital lesions[4]  
 – V5:  myeloarchitecture; input from V1; direction selectivity; 
 – V4: colour selectivity; 

Use of the distribution of callosal fibres to locate representations of the vertical meridian (VM), hence junctions of 
separate maps, and hence borders of visual areas.   

Higher visual areas 
Problems in applying criteria for defining discrete higher areas in macaques.  

    e.g.   – architecture: distinct zones are difficult to identify;  
– visual maps may be distorted, irregular or absent;  
– patterns of inter-area connectivity can be highly overlapping; 

  – response selectivities are complex - can be very difficult to decide if there is any common functional 
characteristic of an area. 

The ‘area’ hypothesis: given these difficulties, the subdivision of the entire cortex into discrete areas[5 6] remains a working 
hypothesis, as opposed to an established ‘fact’ of cortical organization.  (NB. refer to ‘face patches’ in 
Lecture 3). 

Human functional Imaging studies 
–  Areas may be identified by charting visual field maps [2 3 7 8]; 
–  or, by noting functional specialization, e.g: 
area V4 -  colour & form processing;   area V5 -  motion processing; 
area LO  - (Lateral Occipital) object form recognition;  area FFA -  fusiform face area;   
area PPA  - parahippocampal place area;   area VWFA -  visual word-form area. 
area V6 - motion processing for peripheral visual field[9 10]; 

 - NB. Note the discrepancy in arrangement of area V4 between human and monkey[7 8] 
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